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INTRODUCTION 

 Pursuant to Section 200.830 of the Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce 

Commission ("Commission"), BlueStar Energy Services, Inc. d/b/a BlueStar Energy Solutions  

(“BlueStar”) hereby submits this Reply Brief on Exceptions in the instant proceeding regarding 

the proposed rule 83 Ill. Adm. Code 412 and amendment to 83 Ill. Adm. Code 453.   

 

In its Brief on Exceptions, BlueStar  recommended  the Illinois Commerce Commission 

(“Commission”) withdraw the Corrected Proposed First Notice Order (“Corrected Order”) issued 

by the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) on March 18, 2011 and start this rulemaking 

proceeding over.1

                                                           
1   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 5. 

  BlueStar emphasized that this rulemaking proceeding has had numerous 



procedural missteps with the most egregious being the violation of the 45-day notice requirement 

of the Administrative Procedures Act (“APA”).2By not publishing the rules attached to the 

Corrected Order, the Commission violated the APA’s 45-day notice requirement.  This 

requirement states in unambiguous terms that an “agency shall give 45 days’ notice of its 

intended action to the general public.  This first notice period shall commence on the first day the 

notice appears in the Illinois Register.”3

 

  By not publishing its rules, the Commission failed to 

give notice to the public and therefore denied them an opportunity to comment.  After reviewing 

the briefs on exceptions filed by the parties, BlueStar is even more convinced that starting the 

rulemaking anew is the only reasonable avenue for the Commission. BlueStar continues to 

support well-balanced rules that provide meaningful consumer protections; however, the timely 

adoption of such requires some semblance of adherence to the rulemaking procedures.  Parties' 

briefs on exceptions further serve to highlight that the current process has utterly failed. 

 

RESPONSE BY BLUESTAR TO ISSUES RAISED IN BRIEFS ON EXCEPTIONS 

 

1.  Inconsistencies, Contradictions, Errors, and Omissions 

 

Given the complicated record, parties did an admiral job developing briefs on exceptions 

working with the Corrected Order and Appendix A.  Nevertheless, parties identified 

inconsistencies, contradictions, errors, and omissions between the Corrected Order and the rules.  

In its Brief on Exceptions, BlueStar pointed out that no less than four sets of “proposed rules” 

had been used within this rulemaking at various times and therefore, confusion and mistakes 

were bound to occur.4

 

  Unfortunately, the quantity and magnitude of these mistakes cannot go 

unnoticed and are not easily corrected.  A sampling of examples of these inconsistencies, 

contradictions, errors and omissions include: 

• The Illinois Competitive Energy Association (“ICEA”), Citizens Utility Board 

and People of the State of Illinois (“CUB/AG”), and RESA identified several 
                                                           
2   Id., at 1. 
3   Id., at 4 citing ILCS 100/5-40 (b)(1). 
4  Id., at 5. 



conflicts between conclusions adopted by the Corrected Order and language 

adopted in Appendix A.5

• ICEA and RESA identified rules in Appendix A that conflict with each other.

  
6

• ICEA and Staff identified examples where the ALJ adopted rules that were never 

sponsored by a party.

  

7

• Staff identified a rule (Section 412.30 Construction of this Part) that was adopted 

by the Corrected Order but omitted from Appendix A.

   

8

• Staff identified an instance where the Corrected Order modified a rule without 

any explanation.  Apparently, the Corrected Order adopted Staff’s position for 

Section 412.300 (Application of Subpart D), but omitted certain language from 

the rule.  As explained by Staff, “[t]he Proposed Order, however, does not explain 

or address this omission.”

  

9

• Staff identified where the Corrected Order amended Section 412.310 (Required 

RES Information) but the rule did not contain any amendments.

  

10

• Staff identified areas where the ALJ used the wrong rules in drafting the 

Corrected Order and Appendix A.

 

11

 

 

With respect to this last point, Staff did an outstanding job discovering many examples 

where the ALJ used rules that were attached to the original December 2, 2009 Order.  As 

explained by BlueStar, these rules were subsequently modified after Staff accepted proposals 

submitted by the parties as part of their verified initial comments.  These modified rules were 

attached to Staff’s reply comments and used by the parties to prepare verified surreply 

comments, briefs and proposed orders.12

                                                           
5  RESA Brief on Exceptions at 4, 7, and 23; ICEA Brief on Exceptions at 1-2; CUB/AG Brief on Exceptions at 2, 
3-4, and 7.  See also ComEd Brief on Exceptions at 5. 

   

6  RESA Brief on Exceptions at 8-9 and 13-14; ICEA Brief on Exceptions at 3. 
7  ICEA Brief on Exceptions at 4 and 11; Staff Brief on Exceptions at 5. These rules should be stricken by the 
Commission since there are no facts or evidence in the record to support these proposals.  Equally important is the 
fact that parties were denied an opportunity to evaluate and respond to these proposals. 
8    Staff Brief on Exceptions at 11. 
9    Id., at 27. 
10   Id., at 28. 
11   Id., at 18, 22, 23, 29. 
12   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 2. 



After discovering these inconsistencies, contradictions, errors, and omissions between the 

Corrected Order and Appendix A, parties made a valiant attempt to correct these problems.  

However, BlueStar has little confidence that all errors have been successfully identified by the 

parties.  In addition, given the fact that so many areas required correction, as parties attempted to 

correct these problems, it is quite likely that additional, unintended errors have resulted. At this 

phase of the rulemaking proceeding, rules should be relatively static and error-free.   

Staff correctly noted that the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules ("JCAR") does 

not support the use of ill-defined words.13

 

  Similarly, JCAR is not likely to support these rules 

until all inconsistencies, contradictions, errors, and omissions are identified and corrected.  

Therefore, to ensure that its rules will pass JCAR, the Commission should terminate this 

rulemaking; initiate a new rulemaking by issuing new proposed rules and a new First Notice, 

including publication in the Illinois Register allowing for public comment; issue an order based 

on a valid record and submit the cohesive package to JCAR for approval. 

2.  Other Concerns with the Corrected Order 

 

In its Brief on Exceptions, BlueStar noted areas where the Corrected Order failed to 

mention, let alone respond to BlueStar’s arguments on a particular issue.14  Both the ICEA and 

Staff also expressed similar concerns.  The ICEA stated that, “[t]he PO fails to acknowledge, 

much less address, ICEA’s specific concerns regarding mandatory per kWh pricing…”15  Staff 

indicated that, “[t]here is however, no discussion about Staff’s proposed addition of the ‘force 

majeure’ language with this Section 412.310…”16

If JCAR is expected to adopt these rules, the Commission should address issues raised by 

parties, particularly hotly contested issues that stand in stark contrast to existing rules or statutes.  

  

3.  Inappropriate Submission of New Proposals 

 

 Two parties introduced new proposals in their briefs on exceptions that should be stricken 

from the record by the Commission.  RESA, “in the spirit of compromise,” recommends that, “a 

                                                           
13   Staff Brief on Exceptions at 24. 
14   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 8. 
15   ICEA Brief on Exceptions at 6. 
16   Staff Brief on Exceptions at 29. 



customer would have at least ten days from contract execution to rescind a contract, but would 

also be provided an opportunity to receive and review a written copy of the terms and conditions 

as well as the Uniform Disclosure Agreement.”17  At the same time, in an attempt to find 

“common ground,” Staff proposed changes to Section 412.110(o) and suggests using identified 

usage levels as a basis for estimating the per kWh price as part of the Uniform Disclosure 

Statement.18  While these attempts to resolve disputed issues are laudable, they cannot be 

accepted by the Commission.  The introduction of new evidence in a brief on exceptions violates 

the spirit of the Illinois Administrative Code.  Specifically, 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200, Rules of 

Practice states that briefs on exceptions and reply briefs on exceptions need to be supported by 

citation to the record.19

For these reasons, BlueStar asks the Commission to strike these two non-record 

proposals. 

  Unfortunately, there are no facts or testimony in the record to support 

these specific proposals.  In addition, these proposals are in response to two issues that have been 

heavily debated throughout this proceeding.  By submitting proposals in briefs, other parties are 

denied a chance to review and comment on these proposals   Given the origin of these proposals 

and the lateness of their arrival--coming as it did after the evidentiary phase of the hearing was 

complete and at a time when parties are unable to comment on the merits or the lack thereof--

such out-of-record proposals must be summarily rejected.  The Commission should not 

exacerbate this already convoluted proceeding by giving any weight to these late proposals.  

 

3.  Section 412.10 Definitions 

 

RESA agreed with BlueStar that the Corrected Order’s definition of “rescind” 

inappropriately ties the cancelation of a contract to a pending enrollment.20   In this regard, 

BlueStar agrees with RESA that, “[w]hile a rescission of a contract would also implicitly cancel 

a pending enrollment (as there no longer is any agreement in place), a cancellation of pending 

enrollment would not rescind the contract (and early termination fees would still apply).21

BlueStar recommends that the Commission adopt its proposed definition of “rescind.” 

 

                                                           
17   RESA Brief on Exceptions at 20. 
18   Staff Brief on Exceptions at 16. 
19   83 Ill. Adm. Code Part 200, Section 200.830 Exceptions; Reply 
20   RESA Brief on Exceptions at 3. 
21   Id. 



 

4.  Sections 412.110 Uniform Disclosure Statement (j), 412.210 Rescission of Sales Contract, 

and 412.230 Early Termination of Contract 

 

BlueStar continues to oppose the Corrected Order’s 10-day rescission window since:  it 

conflicts with current state law and rules; there is no record evidence to support expanding the 

rescission window; it will increase costs to RES and ultimately costs to customers; and is 

contrary to the industry standard.22   Energy Services Providers d/b/a/ Illinois Gas & Electric 

(“ILG&E”) supported BlueStar’s opposition to expanding the rescission window.23 During the 

course of this proceeding, some parties argued for a 10-day rescission window which is found in 

the natural gas rules.  BlueStar agrees with ILG&E that there are key differences between the 

natural gas industry and the electric industry.24 In addition, a 10-day rescission window will 

require RES to add a premium to customer pricing to reflect the fact that they will be required to 

purchase energy and hold it for 10 days.25  There is ample evidence to retain the existing 3-day 

rescission window and absolutely no evidence to support expanding it to 10 days.26  The 

National Energy Marketers Association (“NEM”) agreed with BlueStar and stated that, “[t]he 

Proposed Order does not acknowledge that current Illinois statute and administrative laws 

expressly provide for a three-day rescission period.”27

The Commission should adopt a rule with the 3-day rescission window since it is 

consistent with state law and rules.   

 

ILG&E also agreed with BlueStar that residential customers must contact the RES, and 

not the utility, to exercise their right to cancel a contract.  Consistent with BlueStar’s position, 

ILG&E stated that, “[i]t is critical that the contractual privity, which was created between the 

customer and the RES, be recognized as a binding agreement that cannot simply be terminated 

through the notification of a third party (in this case, the utility).”28

The Commission should adopt rules that preserve the contractual relationship between 

the customer and the RES. 

  

                                                           
22   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 8-14. 
23   ILG&E Brief on Exceptions at 5. 
24   Id. 
25   Id. 
26   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 8-12. 
27   NEM Brief on Exceptions at 4.  
28   ILG&E Brief on Exceptions at 4. 



In its brief on exceptions, Commonwealth Edison (“ComEd”) opposed BlueStar’s 

recommendation to commence the rescission window with the date of the contract and supported 

the commencement of the rescission window from the date that the utility processes the 

enrollment request.29  However, ComEd cannot find a single piece of testimony or record 

evidence to support its position.  According to ComEd, “[t]he utilities, in their rescission notices 

to customers, must indicate the date by which customers may submit a rescission request to 

either the RES or to the utility...if the rescission period were to commence with the date of the 

contract which is unknown to the utility, the utility’s notice must be a simple general notice that 

the customer may rescind “up to ten days from the date of the contract.”30  The Commission 

should note that ComEd conveniently ignored Sec. 2B of the Consumer Fraud Act, which states 

that “… [t]he consumer may avoid the contract or transaction by notifying the seller within 3 

full business days following that day on which the contract was signed…”31

CUB/AG also discussed the issue of when the rescission window should begin.

  Contrary to 

ComEd’s plea, the General Assembly has clearly spoken on the issue of the appropriate timing of 

the rescission window and has declared that it begins with the signing of the contract.  Similarly, 

in addition to the procedures set out for a RES in Section 2EE of the Consumer Fraud and 

Deceptive Business Practice Act [815 ILCS 505/2EE], a RES doing on-line enrollment must also 

abide by electronic enrollment rules set forth in 83 ILL. Adm. Code 453.40(a) (4) requiring "a 

conspicuous statement, within the body of the electronic version of the contract, that residential 

customer may cancel the enrollment within 3 business days after the Internet enrollment."  

[Emphasis added.]   
32  

However, the extent of their discussion is limited to the inconsistency between Section 412.110 

Uniform Disclosure Statement in the Corrected Order (which ties the rescission window to the 

date of the contract) and Section 412.210 Rescission of Sales Contract in the attached rule 

(which ties the rescission window to the enrollment request).33   Without any explanation, 

CUB/AG simply recommends that the Corrected Order be modified to conform to the rule.34

                                                           
29   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 11-12; RESA Brief on Exceptions at 19. 

Like 

ComEd, CUB/AG failed to acknowledge, must less address, BlueStar’s argument that the 

30   ComEd Brief on Exceptions at 6. 
31   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 12, citing 815 ILCS 505/2B (emphasis added). 
32   CUB/AG Brief on Exceptions at 7-8. 
33   Id. 
34   Id. 



General Assembly has already decided that the rescission window begins when the contract is 

signed. 

BlueStar recommends that the Commission adopt a rule consistent with the policy 

previously adopted by the General Assembly. 

 

5.  Section 412.230 Early Termination of Contract 

 

In its Brief on Exceptions, BlueStar pointed out that the Corrected Order properly 

rejected Staff’s proposal to allow a customer to avoid early termination fees once in a 12-month 

period.35  However, both BlueStar and RESA noted that this language was in direct conflict with 

Section 412.230 in Appendix A.  BlueStar took exception to the language in Appendix A, while 

RESA proposed that Section 412.20 be modified to reflect the language contained in the 

Corrected Order.36

BlueStar recommends that the Commission adopt a rule (either BlueStar’s approach or 

RESA’s) prohibiting any waiver of early termination fees.   

  

In its brief on exceptions, CUB/AG continued to support a $50 cap on termination fees 

and asserted that, “[n]either RESA nor any other party presented any specific evidence as to how 

the $50 cap would affect pricing of RES contracts…[c]apping early termination fees facilitates 

competition by making it easier for customers to switch among suppliers and creates discipline to 

supplier pricing in the market.”37

BlueStar respectfully disagrees with CUB/AG.  As explained by BlueStar, there has been 

no evidence or testimony presented in this proceeding to suggest that early termination fees for 

electricity have been a problem in Illinois.  In fact, termination fees serve an important financial 

role with respect to electric supply since they are only applicable when a customer cancels a 

valid contract before the end of the term of the agreement and are designed to compensate the 

RES for the expenses incurred had the term of the contract been fulfilled.

  

38

                                                           
35   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 14-16. 

  ILG&E also 

supported this position and stated that, “[a]n early termination fee charged to a customer who 

cancels a long-term contract with the RES allows the RES to fairly recover costs associated with 

36   Id.; RESA Brief on Exceptions at 23. 
37   CUB/AG Brief on Exceptions at 12-13. 
38   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 15-16. 



its electricity procurement on behalf of the customer and is reflective of those costs.”39

BlueStar recommends that the Commission adopt a rule prohibiting any cap on early 

termination fees. 

  Contrary 

to both CUB/AG and Staff (with respect to its waiver proposal), instituting a rule that allows a 

customer to cancel a fixed-price contract with minimal penalty well after the contract execution 

date precludes a RES from recovering actually-incurred damages.  Finally, contrary to 

CUB/AG’s position, capping termination fees will have a chilling effect on competition as the 

risk premium of not recovering actual incurred damages will result in higher consumer prices. 

  

6.  Section 412.320(c)(3)  Dispute Resolution 

 

BlueStar took exception to the Corrected Order’s recommendation with respect to 

Section 412.320.40  Both Dominion and RESA joined BlueStar in opposing this provision.  

Dominion stated that, “[t]he definition of a ‘complaint’ is far too broad and could include any 

questions a consumer has or even a complaint such as a customer who thinks the supplier’s price 

is ‘just too high’ for any reason whatsoever.”41  RESA explained that, “given the importance of 

how complaint statistics are displayed, at some point in the near future the Commission must 

develop an appropriate methodology for displaying complaints so that customers are not 

misguided.”42  Dominion agreed with BlueStar that raw numbers, without any context, can be 

misleading.43

BlueStar, with support from Dominion and RESA, recommends that the Commission 

refer this issue to the Office of Retail Market Development ("ORMD") to begin a collaborative 

effort to evaluate how to best to report this information. 

   

 

CONCLUSION 

 

                                                           
39   ILG&E Brief on Exceptions at 6. 
40   BlueStar Brief on Exceptions at 17-18. 
41   Dominion Brief on Exceptions at 6-7. 
42   RESA Brief on Exceptions at 26. 
43   Dominion Brief on Exceptions at 7. 








